Thank you for selecting this Hanbok Pattern Set from missysimaginings.com! This set includes pieces to make a shirt, vest, pants, coat, stockings, slippers, and two styles of hat. I hope you enjoy bringing your own sewing creation to life. Enjoy! ~ missy
The Fabric

Overlap to connect parts.

A & B before cutting.

Harbor pants.

Miro 66 cm male bid

Cut 1 strip for each tie

Make 2 ties for each ankle & 2 ties for waist

Shirt collar:

Cut 1 on fold

Harbor shirt back

Miro 66 cm male bid

3/8" width of bias cut

Double fold or bias binding 6 cm
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MIRO 66cm MALE BJD
HANBOK PANTS

CUT 4

* USE SAME PIECE FOR FRONT & BACK
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ATTACH PANTS-A TO PANTS-B BEFORE CUTTING FABRIC
MIRD 66cm MALE BJD
HANBOK VEST BACK
CUT 1
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MIRO 66cm BJD MALE HANBOK COAT FRONT
CUT 2

*TRIM NECKLINE & FRONT EDGES WITH BIAS CUT FABRIC, DOUBLE FOLD @ 3/8" WIDTH
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MIRO 66 cm MALE BJD HANBOK COAT

* SPLIT BACK OPTION FOR INSET SILK DRAPES AT SIDE & CENTER BACK SEAMS.

* LEAVE SIDES & BACK OPEN FROM MARKS TO HEM, THEN ATTACH SILK DRAPES INSIDE AT MARKS & LET FALL FREELY

** CUT 2 **
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MIRO 66 cm MALE BJD
HANBOK COAT BACK
CUT 1
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FOLD LINE
MATCH TO SHOULDER SEAM

MIRO 66cm MALE BJD
HANBOK COAT SLEEVE
CUT 2

*MAY TRIM SLEEVE HEMS AS DESIRED TO MATCH COLLAR & FRONT EDGES
HANBOK WOVEN HAT OF LOOSELY WOVEN FABRIC TO RESEMBLE REEDS

HANBOK BLACK NET TOP - CUT 4
HANBOK BLACK NET HAT FROM STIFF CARDSTOCK, CUT OUT CENTER & DASHED RIM SECTIONS, COVER WITH BLACK NET. MAY SEW OR GLUE NET TO FRAME. ADD TOP HEART.

1 INCH
3 cm
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